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FEA support testing for elastomer modeling
By Abraham Pannikottu
Joe Seller
and Jerry J. Leyden

Akron flutter Developeienl Laboratory Inc.
Second oftwo parts
All the major finite element analysis
codes like Ansys. Abaqus, MSC/Nas
tran, Cosmos/M and Marc need Moon
ey-Rivlin constants or Ogden constants
is inputs to run a non-linear analysis.

TECHNICAL NUTE000K
Elfiteil by HaraW Herzlich
Fore rubber-like material, homoge
neous deformation modes sufficiently
determine the material constants. The
FEA codes accept data from the follow
ing deformation modes:
* Uniaxial tension Fig. 1
* tltiiaxiol cernlpressiorl Fig. 21
* ‘loner tension Fig. :1
Note: The wide plonar s/sear sonspie

is physrcally constrained to not pull-in
ai t/r, edges by i/se damps, so the sam

*

ple will thin out hot out draw-in during
f/i,, -/oogo/uor. ‘l’!,,.x ansi,, of’ it’s/lug toll!
p/ru.- tire ,;pr,. tn,,’u ‘0 Cr ml to, s/nor titer/i’
up to 100-percent eloogeiion.

* Eqoi-biaxial tension Fig- 5
* Volumetric compression Fig. 6
These modes are shown in Fig. 6. The
most commonly performed exporimeerts
are uniaxial tension, isnioxial corsiprea
sion. planar tension and equi-bisxial
tension. Combination of data from
these four types of tests will result in
good characterization of the behnvior of
the elastomer.
The superposition of a tensile or com
pressive hydrostatic stress on a loaded,
folly incompressible olastic body results
in different stresses, but does not
chauge the deformation. Fig. 7 shows
that different loading conditions are
equivalent in their deformations, and
therefore ore equivalent in tests.
* Uniaxial tension = Equi-hiaxinl
compression
* Uniaxial compression = Equi-biaxial
tension It may be difficult to satisfy
this condition becstsse of the experi
mental difficulty in perfonning a "true"
uniaxiel compression. So it’s important
to perform the equi-biaxial test for eval
uating elastomer parts in compressioa

*

Executive summary

Computer.aided engineering refers to the use of computers to perform de
sign calculations for determining an optimum shape and size for a variety of
engineering applications. This modem concept of engineering management
has led to importent advances in the design and production of components
usad is’ aerospace, automotive, electronics and other industries throughout the
world.
*
CAE enables an engineer to test design ideas by simulating the finction of
* the part on the computer. Finite element analysis is one of these computer
simulation techniques which is the most accurate, versatile and comprehen
sive technique for solving complex design problems. FEA permits the analysis
of these complex structures without the necessity of developing and applying
complex equations.
FEA program for non4inear stress analysis of elastomers is performed by
utilizing two material models:
* Mooney-Rlvlin model
* Ogden modal
The Moooey.Rivlin model is the most widely used model for elastomer anal
ysis. The basic problem feting the design engineer is how to obtain the mote.
rial coefficients needed to use these two models in FEA. At, expected, the effec
tiveness of design analysis is directly related to the quality of the material
input material coefficients.
* Akron Rubber Development Laboratory Inc. has developed a reliable history
of standard procedures for determination of these coefficients from experimen’
tal test d,sta. This paper will discuss various testing techniques used for devel
oping elnstomer niateri,si conelsente. Also, the Intent of this paper Is to show
how aging or service conditions can be incorporated to obtain material coefli
dents for elsatomer parts.
Finn,,,’ tensi,,n
Plonr, ri’onnr,ren’
tHou
The tensile end compression cases of
the uniaxial ar,d equi-biaxial modes are
independent from each other. There
Fore, uniexinl tension sod uniaxial cons
preasion provide independent data.
The following procedure summarizes
the steps needed to calculsta the mate
rial coefficients:
I. Run uninxinl tension, uniaxinl cons
pression, planar shear and biaxial ten
sion tests for the test materiel. Perform
the tests in slow speed to achieve a
quasi-static condition.
2. Calculate the stress-strain date.
3. Fur Mooney-Rivlin two-point model,
perform a linear regression analysis on
the experimental stress’strain data. To
determine coefficients for five-point
model nod Ogden model, perform a
non-linear regression analysis on the
experimental stress-strain data. The
number of coefficients needed to fit the

Fig. 3. Planar shear.

Fig. 1. lJnisxisl tension.
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Flg. 4. Equi-blaxlal tension.

The elastomer materials evaluated
were aili i,,:. I I’VMQ. fluoroeltis I
FKM and hydrogenated nitrile rubber
HN’BR. These rubber formulations
were specifically compounded for gasket
applications. The formulations are spec
ified in Tables 1-3,
All three compounds were aged in
three different fluids for 168 hours at
150’ C to see the change in stressstrain datn. The three fluids included
IRM-903, 5W-In engine oil and
automatic transmission fluid. All mes
suremente were conducted at room tem
pera ture.
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Measursnsst Teapsrsairec Rnerrr Terapetsters
Specimen Size: i.e irL 55.0 in. xO.Oiia. ibick
TesiRate:e.llaper}.Onete

Fig. 5-Volumetric compressIon.
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Table II. Fluoroelastomer FKM.
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Table Ill, SIlicone PVMQ.
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustrstions of defor
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displacement, eliminates measurement
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surioetnt ,,r ,,ccLir,rcy chaired Isy lii,’ riser.
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Mats C,s,thMd

Measurements were made in uniaxial
tension Fig. I, uniaxial compression
Fig. 2, plsrs,nr tension Fig. 3, equi-bi
axial Fig. 4 and volumetric compres
sion Fig. 5.
The uniaxiel tension and planer
sheer tests were performed using a
Monsanto T-2000 screw type mechine
with a Monsanto E5042 laser extensom
eter. The use of a laser extensometer to
measure strain, rather than crosshead
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error from slippage at the grips.
The uniaxial compression teet was
performed on an MTS 831.20 Elastomer
Test System. The compression test was
pertbrmed on cylindrical test specimens

lubricated witts silicone ii I, ‘VIse cqui-hi
axial tension was perfoncied on a Iwe
mote Biaxial Stretcher. All tests were
performed at room temperature at a
strain rate of 0.2 inches per minute.

Fig. 7. SchematIc illustrations of equiv

Results and discussion

alent deformation modes through su
perposition of hydrostatic stress.

esssesie 5.ese.e.51,

5istsisn,çsdsi

A comparison of the relative fit of lin
ear model, Mooney-Rivlin models and
Ogden model for tensile behavior of sili
cone rubber is shown in Fig. SIt is
clear that the linear equation follows
the elestomeric behavior up to 1O-percent strain level, The Mooney-Rivlin
equations are a good fit up to a 12S-per
cent strain level. The Ogden model
showed the best fit with the measured
tensile data over the full exteusioas
range.
The pure shear behavior of a planar
specimen is compared in Fig. 9. The lin
ear equation showed good fit at low

I

stniisss. Muonoy-Rivlin end Ogdon mod
els showed bettor lit witis the measured
engineering shear stress values over
the full strain range.
The compression behavior of aged sil
icone rubber is compared uaing en
equi.biaxisl test shown in Fig. 10. The
linear equation shows an aeceptable fit
only for very low strain values. The
Mooney-liivlin equation yields a very
good fit up to 40-percent strain. But the
Ogden model showed the best fit over
the full strain range.
The compression behavior of imaged

and aged silicone rubber is shown in
Fig. 1. This plot illustrates the impor
tance of aging studies for modeling
elaatomer components used in oil any1ronnients. Fig. 12 shows the compres
sion behavior of FICM lo 5W-3O engine
oil, and Fig: 13 shows the compression
deflectioa
behavior of HNI3R in
automatic transmission fluid.

Conclusion
The test methodology for developing
the material constants for Mooney-ThySee FEAt, page 18

Fig. ii. Equl-biaxial tension. Silicone. Aged in M 903 for 168 hours.
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Fig. LPlanar pure shear. Silicone.
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Fig. 10. Equi-blaxial tension. Silicone.
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percent.

FEA

equations

Broth the linoor end non-linnar
showed reossonable cnrrelos

tion at low straiua up to 10 percent.
Standardizing test parameters end test
speed is very important for obtaining
reproducible data.
Before sloing a cocoa, plete I"lA on the
Sort, it, 5ens’ lost elste-e’ssoery lao verify the

Continoed Irene page 17
un and Ogden material models is
sheewo from the viewpoint of a design!
test engineer. Aisro domonstnek’d is how
Inn uoS ‘gill5 te,cl,oeie1eio,os css list Ice,, sEechilly ,epplie’d licr olstoeie,ing ,ie,ste,-i,, I dic
ta which can be used for modeling
elasbmer parts in service.
The Ogden model shows the best ex
perimental data strain level up to 100

oiools,s,e.,.sl lessee1,1 iii Se iii 0110 geeoeiOe°teic:
eSl001pe’ sooe:l, Sep. Ieee l.e’iesg eel’

thnough tl,e preproceidsssr. lncssrpsorsstiesg
fluid-aging studies in the FEA support
testing is important for obtaining
meaningful material coefficients.

Fig. 12. Equi-biaxial lension. FKM. Aged in 5W-30 engine ofl for 168 hours.
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